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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study the role of the potential E{x) on the asymptotic behavior 
of the positive ground state solutions (that is, solutions with least energy) for the 
following Schrodinger-Newton equation 
‘功—丑 (工 )於 +厂於二 0 , 妙〉 0 : r6 i?， 
—> 0, U{x) 0 as — oo. 
Under certain condition on E{x), we show that the positive ground state 
solutions must concentrate at a global minimum point of E{x) as 0+. 
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摘要 
我們在這份論文中將討論在下列的薛定誇—牛頓方程組 
‘h^Ail； — E{x)i； + [A/； 二 0， 7/； > 0 X G R^ 
< 八[/+||功|2二0， x e R � 
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Introduction and Main Results 
In this thesis, we are concerned with the positive ground states of the Schrodinger-
Newton equation. The Schrodinger-Newton equation was derived by Penrose 
10] to describe a nonlinear system obtained by coupling the linear Schrodinger 
equation of quantum mechanics with the gravitation law of Newtonian mechanics. 
Here in the gravitation law a mass point located at the origin interacts with a 
matter density given by the square of the (real) wavefunction, which is the solution 
of the Schrodinger equation. On the other hand, in the Schrodinger equation a 
given potential energy is superposed with a gravitational energy obtained by 
solving Newton's law of gravitation. (The Schr5dinger-Newton equation has also 
been derived via a variational principle by Christian [11]). For a single particle of 
mass m, the Schrodinger-Newton equation consists of the following pair of partial 
differential equations 
< A / 7 + 47R7|VF = 0, .X G R ^ (1.1) 
— 0, [/(rr) —> 0 as \x\ — oo. 
Here, ip{x) is the wavefunction, U(x) is the gravitational potential energy, 
E{x) is a given Schrodinger potential, 7 = Gm^^ G being Newton's constant, h 
5 
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is Plank's Constant and A is the usual Laplace operator. We suppose that 
Eoo = lim E{x) > inf ^(.t) = EQ > Q, E{X) G (1.2) 
|a:|—>00 xGR^  
We rescale U and ijj as follows, 
• ) - ( 1 ^ ) ‘ ‘),丑⑷=(i) _ = ( i ) (1.3) 
Then (1.1) reduces to the following pair of equations, 
‘h'^Ai； - eIx)^ + = i � 0 .X G 
< + = X G R^ (1.4) 
A A 
0, [/(x) —^  0 as |.t| ^ 00. 
We further rescale, 
•{x) = E{x) = E{x), U{x) = U{x). (1.5) 
/ L 
This give us, 
‘ h ^ A ^ - EIx)^ = ^ > 0 X G R^ 
< + 刹2 = 0， •Tei?], (1.6) 
^ 0,U{x) ^ 0 as \x\ 00. 
\ 
Also, put X = hx and uj{x) = u{x) = U{hx), and then put x = x again, 
we have 
( 
Acj — E�hx)uj + mj = 0, u > 0 x e R^, 
< + = X G (1.7) 
Lj{x) 0, u{x) 0 as \x\ —> 00. 
v. Note that by solving 
Au + ^ 0 in R^ Au i n i ?�， ( 1 . 8 ) 
we have 
I r Jl 
• ) = � / dz. (1.9) 
Stt Jr3 X — Z 
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So, (1.7) is equivalent to 
/ Aa;(.T) - EnixMx) + 去 /丑3 0\dzoj{x) 二 0 . (丄工。） 
uj{x) — 0 as X oo 
\ 
Our main results in this thesis are, 
(i) In chapter 3, we show that under the condition (1.2) and h small enough, 
(1.7) has solutions based on variant of Mountain Pass Theorem and Concentraion-
Compactness Lemma; 
(ii) In chapter 4, we study the concentration behavior of the positive ground 
states of (1.7) as — 0+. The concentration behavior of the positive ground 
1 f uj^(x) 
states of (1.10) with the global nonlinear term — / dz replaced 
OTT J R3 X — Z 
by o/^-i (1 < p < 5) has been studied by Wang [1]. We follow the idea of 
Wang's paper, by using comparison arguement to compare the solutions Uh 
and Uh of (1.7) to the positive solutions ljq and Uq of the following system, 
whose decay property is known, 
Aiu — Eqlj -\-uuj = 0 in Eq = infzei^ s E{x), 
Au + _ 0 
2 (1.11) 
u^cj > 0, a;(0) — maXa；站3 uj(x), 
u{x),u{x) — 0 as |x| — +00. 
\ 
Since system (1.11) is cooperative, a theorem of [12] implies that any so-
lution of (1.11) must be radially symmetric around some point. Since 
cj(0) — maXxeR^ ( u � , u⑷）m u s t be radial. 
By recent results of Moroz and Tod [7] , (1.8) has the radial solution (cjq, UQ) 
is unqiue. Moreover, CUQ is decreasing and 
lim UJQ{X)\X\exp(V^|.x|) 二 A � � 0 , lim = - 1 (1.12) 
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for some constant A o � 0 and 
lim u{x)\x\ 二 A i � 0 (1.13) oo 
for some constant Ai > 0. 
This establishes the existence of a single-peaked solution for (1.11) in R^. It 
can be considered as the quantum-mechanic representation of a particle under 
the influence of gravity which is placed at the origin. A natural question to ask 
is the following: Are there any single peaked ground states if the Schrodinger 
potential is changed from EQ to an inhomogeneous one，E{x)l If yes, where are 
the peaks located? Where are the peaks concentrated in the semi-classical limit 
(h 0+)? Moreover, what is the concentration behavior of these ground states 
under this limit? 
In this chapter, we answer these questions. We obtain results analogous to that 
of Wang's [1]. Roughly speaking, our results are: //lim^；—oo 丑(3：) > inf E, any 
sequence of positive ground states of (1.10) contains a subsequence concentrating 
at a global minimum point of E as h ^ . (In particular, if the global minimum 
point of E is unique, then all positive ground states concentrate at that point 
as h —» O+.y) On the other hand, if we only know a sequence of ground states 
LJhk exists and there is a sequence of local maximum points moving toward a 
certain point XQ as hk —> 0+, then XQ is a global minimum point of E and {CJ/,^ } 
concentrates at XQ as hk 0+. For precise statements of our results, see Theorem 
4.1. 
Before we prove the main results, we first prove some qualitative results in 
the next chapter which are needed in the chapters 3 and 4. 
Chapter 2 
Some qualitative results 
To study (1.10), we follow the common practice to define (h to be the Hilbert 
subspace of consisting of real-valued functions uj such that 
MIL = / (|Vu|2 + 五 “ 力 < + 0 0 . (2.1) 
Note that inf^ ^HS E{x) = Eq > 0, 
IkllL = [ -h Ehij^)dx > f Eouj^)dx. (2.2) 
If Eo > 1 ， > W^Wn^ Rsy If 0 < Eo < 1, > So, (h. is 
imbedded continuously into 
We also define the energy functional associated with (1.10), 
M � ) = I f + E,{x)u\x))dx - J - [ [ 义 论 . ( 2 . 3 ) 
2 JR3 327r .7^3 J X - Z 
Note that Jh{^) G C^ (("/? , R) and any critical point of Jh{^) corresponds to a 
solution of (1.7) and vice versa. To study critical points of J", we further introduce 
Mh = e CAWI /丑3(|•一 + 二 志 /凡3 Ls -^^^^dzdx]，（2.4) 
= { " G C([0,1], O0l"(0) = 0, " (1 )丰 0, J,(ry(l)) < 0} (2.5) 
9 
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and the mountain pass minimax value, 
Ch = inf max Jh{v{t))' (2-6) rjeVh te[o，i] 
Moreover, we define Co, Coo, Jo, Joo, M), Moo, r � , Foo and cq, c � by replacing 
Eh{x) by Eq and E � in the definition of 人，M/,, r" and Ch respectively. 
If for each � G CA{0}, we let p{t) = Jh{tu). We have 
m ) = 0 (2.7) 
and 
m = t\]- [ + - ^ [ [ ⑶ 々 ) • ) . (2.8) 
2 Jr3 327r Jr3 X-Z 
So, > 0 for t small and < 0 for t large. 
Moreover, if t^ satisfies /3'{t) 二 0, then we have 
JR3 Stt Jr3 Jr3 X-Z 
…* = ( / 身 丨 2 二 参 ( 2 . 9 ) 
So, t�is unique and max/3{t) = for each uj G 0A{0}. We denote this t* by 
t�0 
In addition, we have G Mh, so Mh is radially homeomorphic to 
the unit ball in (h. 
Proposition 2.1 The map u — (ph(�），OA{0} — is continuous. 
Proof: Let � — u ; in C/A{0}，then 
/ , 2 
2 ( X �m (h 
承 ) 二 
Let Vrr,(x) = ^ [ � � dz so that Stt Jr3 X — Z 
Avm = - 令 ， (2.10) 
1 f f ^lii^Wmjz) f 2 , , � ” � 
I / / dzdx / uj^Vmdx. (2.11) 
Stt JR3 JR3 X - z\ J於 
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f f 1 f j 
We now show that / uJm”m,dx — / cjvdx as m ^ oo where v = — / dz. 
JR3 ‘ , JR3 射 Jr3 ^ 
Consider 
/ \ujl,Vm - < / / (2-12) 
JR3 JR3 
let 
h 二 [ 存 爪 I, (2.13) 
h = [ \u^\\vm-vV (2.14) 
Jr^ 
2 
Since [ \ v 饥 = — b y Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality we have 
< C^||《||L9(/23), (2.15) 
, 1 1 2 where -———h - . 
q r 3 
Choose g = we have Vm G So, 
h < if 。 2 | | ) 誉 ( （ 崎 
< C{[ | � — 鲁 ) 丨 碰 
< c'{ / (|0；爪 + 0；||0；爪一鲁)暑 
^ � - � l l 而 , 3 ) . (2.16) 
So, we have /i 0 as m — oo. Similarly, we have /之—0 as m — oo. So, 
lim cph(�m) = = M ^ ) - (2.17) 
M一OO J 3 UJ^V 
• 
Now, define 
cl = inf max (2.18) 
Proposition 2.2 = Ch = mlMh Jh. 
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Proof: Note that for each u G Ch\{0}, Jh((Ph(�)�)=maxJh{Ouj) and e 
Mh, it follows that cl 二 inf Jh. 
Mh 
Next let g G Th- We claim that the curve g crosses Mh. Indeed if G 0A{0} 
is interior to or on Mh, 
ll^llL > f 
J R^ 
Therefore, 
A M = >丨丨， " -丢义 3 如 0 . 
Since p(0) = 0, J h ( g � ) < 0, p is continuous and Mh is homeomorphic to the 
unit ball in U, g crosses Mh. Hence max Jhigit)) > inf Jh = c^, which implies 
te[o，i] Mh 
Ch > cl. 
On the other hand, for fixed to G Oi\{0}，Jh^^o�)< 0 for Oq large enough. 
Then if g^{t) = Wquj, g^ G So, 
cl = inf max JhiOu) 
= inf max Jh�gu;(t)) 
> inf max JhiQit)) 
=Ch 




Theorem 3.1 Suppose E^ = lim|.^|_,oo E{x) > infa^^/^s E{x) = Eq > 0, then 
there is an ho such that for any h G (0, /iq)； (1.7) has a nontrivial classical 
solution. 
To prove this theorem, we first need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 If Ch < c�,where c^ and Cqo are defined in chapter 2, then Ch is 
attained. 
This lemma follows from Concentration-Compactness Lemma [9]. To prove 
this lemma, we first consider our problem in a more general framework. 
Let us first indicate the typical problem we want to look at: let if be a function 
space on RN and let f , I be functionals defined on H (or on a subdomain of H) 
of the type: 
二 / e(x, Auj(x))dx] I{uj) = Bu(x))dx, (3.1) 
J RN 
where e(x,p), i{x, q) are real-valued functions defined on R^ x R^ x i?" and 
i is nonnegative (for example) ； A, B are operators (possibly nonlinear) from H 
into E, F(functions spaces defined on RN with values in R^) which commute 
with translations of To simplify, we assume: 7(0) = 0. 
13 
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We consider the following minimization problem 
mi{S{uj)\ujeH,I{uj) = l}. (M) 
We first imbed the problem (M) into the following one parameter family of prob-
lems 
c入 二 inf{£:(a;)|a; G H, I{u) - A}, (M入） 
where A � 0 . 
Suppose 
e(x,p) — eoo(p), — ioo{q) as |;r| — oo (3.2) 
for all 6 R^, EJ\ We then consider the problem at infinity 
d = in f {^ooHk e 丑人M = A} (M4) 
where 
= / eoo{Auj{x))dx, = fj^N ioo{Buj{x))dx. 
Jrn 
We now have the following lemma, 
Lemma 3.3 For each fixed A�0，all minimizing sequences of the problem. (M^) 
are relatively compact if and only if the following strict subadditivity condition is 
satified: 
c入 < c " + c ” Vc^ G [0,A), (S) 
where we agree: c® = 0. 
Proof: The fact that (S) is necessary conditions for the compactness of all min-
imizing sequencesis a consequence of the following arguenment: for example 
= + 
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with a e (0, A) and if Un, v^ denote minimizing sequences with compact supports 
of problems (M入)，(M^). Obviously: 
Ioc{vn) = A — a , 8oo{vn) = ^ o o K ) — a s n — o o 
where Vn = Vn{‘ + Cn) and “ G R^. Choosing large enough, we may assume 
that: dist(Supp u^, Supp Vn)—^ oo as n — oo. 
Therefore if we consider: Un — u^ + � n cannot be relatively compact since 
we can always find Xn ^  with given norms in H such that: /丑# oJnXndx = 
0. On the other hand, we find: 
I{uJn) ^ A as n ^ OO, S{Un) = limn^oo{^{Un) + ^oo(^n)} = + C^ "" = C^ 
and we conclude. 
To show that (S) insure the compactness of all minimizing squences, we need 
the one more lemma: 
Lemma 3.4 Let {pn)n>i be a sequence in satisfying: 
pn ^  0 in RN, / Pndx = A (3.3) 
— JRN 
where X > 0 is fixed. Then there exists a subsequence {pnk)k>i satisfying one of 
the three following possibilities: 
(i) (compactness) there exists y^ € RN such that Pn^{‘ + Uk) is tight i.e.: 
Ve > 0, 3R< oo, / pnk{x)dx > X - e; (3.4) 
Jyk+BR 
(ii) (vanishing) limjt_oo ^'^Py^RN fy+Bn fwWdx = 0； for all R < oo; 
(in) (dichotomy) there exists a G (0’ A) such that for all e > 0； there exist ko > 1 
and p\, pI G satisfying for k > ko： 
I \\pnk - {pI^pDWl^ < l/siv/^icte — c^l S e, 1/丑;— (A — Q;)| S e 
< (o.oj 
dist{Supp pI, Supp pI) — +00 as k ^ oo. 
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For the proof the Lemma(3.4), please refer to the proof of Lemma LI of [9 . 
We now explain how we use Lemma(3.4). Assume (S) holds, and we take a 
minimizing sequence (t^ n)n>i of (M^): 
8{un) c^ as n ^ oo, I{un) = A. 
We apply Lemma(3.4) with pn = Bun{x))\ we find a subsequence {n],)k>i 
such that (i), (ii) or (iii) holds for all A: > 1. It is easy to see that (ii) cannot 
occur since we have in view of (S): c入 < c^ and I{un) = A. Next, if (iii) occurs 
we split Un exactly as we split pn^ and find, for all e > 0, ul in H satisfying 
for k large enough: ？in^  二 + 収1 + Wfc 
\ | / � - a | “ 购— ( A - c ^ ) l 化 
y dist{Supp u\�Supp ul) oo as /c oo, |”/；；|  < e. 
Replacing possibly a by A — a, we may assume without loss of generality that we 
have: 
I{ul) — Ioo(u\) 0 as /c oo, liminffc—oo — > 0. 
Finally we obtain: 
c入 limfc—oo 彻nfc) > l imin f “ oo {^10 + ^oo{ul)} -
> + -么； 
\ 
and sending epsilon to 0 we find: 
C^  > c" + C ” 
and this contradicts (S). The contradiction show that (iii) cannot occur: therefore 
(i) occurs and we conclude easily if we can show that yk given in (i) is bounded. 
If it were not the case, we would deduce (taking a subsequence if necessary) 
c^ = lim > liminf ), oo as /c — oo 
k—^oo k—^oo 
入= / (〜）= l i m /oo(^nJ 
k — OQ 
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and thus: CA > c~, which again contradicts (8). 0 
We are now ready to prove Lemma(3.2). 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: Note that since the term h3 h3W21~~:iz) dzdx is 
homogeneous, we actually has 
(3 .6) 
and 
Coo == inf 
(3.7) 
80, comparing (3.6) and (3.7) with the problems (M), (MA), and (M~J , we have 
) JR3(I\7wI2 + E(hx)w
2)dx £ (w == ~----:::-----::----r r w2(x)w2(z) dzdx ' 




A . f Ch == In JR3(I\7wI
2 + E(hx)w2)dx I . 1( 3) 11 w2(x)w2(z) _ 
1 i .2() 2( ) w E If R , I I dzdx - A , . w x w z dzdx R3 R3 x - Z R3 R3 Ix - zl 
(3.11) 
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and 
\ 
/ / " ( 稱 ) 敲 九 丄 3 丨 … I 
JR3 JR3 X — Z 
(3.12) 
Note that we have 
c f < Ocl, VA > 0,V6> G (l,cx)). (3.13) 
Since for any real function h on [0, A] with A > 0 satisfying h{Oa) < Oh{a) for all 
a e (0, A), 0 G (1, A/a). Then we have h{X) < h{a) + h{X — a). So, we have 
+ ci,-^ Va G (0，1). (3.14) 
So, Ch will be attained if we can prove that c^ < CQO for small h and the lemma is 
prove. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: By the lemma above, we need only to show that, 
Ch < Coo, (3.15) 
for sufficiently small h. 
By replacing Eq by Eoo in (1.11), we have 
( 
Au — EQQUj + u(jj = 0 in R^^ 
< An+|a;2 = 0 in (3.16) 
II, 0； > 0, 1 = a;(0) = maXa.g/^ 3 uj[x). 
\ 
We also know that (3.2) has a solution. Let u � be a solution of (3.2) such that 
Joo(^oo) = Coo. Let R > 0 and xr ^ , R+) such that = I for t < R, 
XR(t) = Ofort + and Ix^WI < 1 for t G + Let ？; = Xr^oo- Then 
for any 9 > 0, 
IR 三 max Joo(6>”) > Jh{ev) + � f [E�—Eh)\Ov\^dx. (3.17) 
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Choose 6 = where (ph is given by Proposition (2.1). Then, 
^R>Ch +1 [ {Eoo- EH)\Ov\'dx. (3.18) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume 丑(0) 二 Eq. Since Eoo > Eq, there 
exists a 6 such that Eoo > E{hx) for all x with \hx\ < 6. So, for sufficiently small 
K Eoo - Eh > — Eo) in so (3.4) becomes 
1 R > c h + —五。)沪[ v^dx. (3.19) 
4 JBji+2{0) 
Note that 0 depends on h and R. We will show that there is a 6 > o � 0 such that 
0{h, R) > Oq for all small h and large R. Further choosing R so that 
[ v'dx > \ [ u ldx . (3.20) 
This gives 
7/? > CH. + ⑷ - E O ) E L [ U L D X . (3.21) 
On tlie other hand, we will show that there exists a function a[R) > 0 such that 
( T ( / ? ) ^ 0 a s ^ o o a n d 
l R < c ^ + a{R). (3.22) 
Hoiico choosing R so large that 
a ( R ) < \ { E ^ - E o ) O l [ ^ d x , (3.23) 
^ J IP 
(3.7)-(3.9) imply c^ > c/,. It remains to vrrifv the exist once of (9q and (3.8). The 
constant 0 is cliaractorizecl bv 
[ + = ^ [ [ ⑷ R / 油 ( 3 . 2 4 ) 
J H^ .1R^ J R^ .7’ 一 2： 
Observe that 
[ [ 丨 ' 、 、 i 气 〜 油 、 < [ [ 幽 clzdrr (3.25) 
J R3 J R3 厂—: J Ffi J R3 T — Z 
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and 
[ E h v ' ^ ) d x > [ + Eov'^)dx, (3.26) 
v-^ujoo in as — oo. (3.27) 
Hence for sufficiently large R, 
[ [ + EouDdx, (3.28) 
Finally, we have 
丨 \ [ + Eou;l)dx \ 2 
1 " f 2 M 2 , � — — 三外 >0. (3.29) 
\ StT Jr3 Jr3 X-Z / 
It remains to prove (3.8). By the definition of 7丑， 
7i? 二 Joo{^oo(v)v) 二 Coo + (咖）—Jooi^oo)' (3.30) 
Thus we need only to show 
Joo{^oo{v)v) Joo(^oo)| — 0 (3.31) 
as —» OO. Note that as R — oo, v — lo^ in Hence by the continuity 
of ifoo, — 9^ 00(^ 00) = 1�Therefore (3.8) is proved and the proof of the 
theorem is completed. • 
Chapter 4 
Asymtoptic behavior of the 
gound state solution 
In chapter 3, under the condition 
Eoo = lim E{x)�Eq 三 inf E{x) > 0, (4.1) 
we have proved for small h, the existence of a classical solution ujh of (1.7) with 
Jh{�h) = Ch = inf^ er^  max鄉’i] Jh{r}{t)) = inf^^M^ Jh人⑴)• 
So, uJh is a minimizer of Jh on Mh. We remark that each minimizer Uh of Jh 
on Mh is of one sign. Indeed, we have \uJh\ G C" and by the argument in chapter 
2, there exists a unique constant (ph{\uJh\) > 0 such that ^ Mh and, 
max = 
= \ ( + Eh{x){iph{\^h\)\o^h{x)\f)dx -
[ [ M 动 2 M 幼 2 心 彻 
327r Jr3 Jr3 X-Z 
= ( 臺 - 去 ) 秦 丨 ) / / 
\2 Stt/ J r“ x-Z 
21 
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So, we have (ph{\uJh\) > 1. On the other hand, 
[ + Eh{x)\uJhix)\'^)dx < I {\VuJh\^ + Eh{x)ujh{x)^)dx 
J 於 Jr^ 
= [ 
STT JR3 X - Z 
So, we also get (fh{\^h\) < 1 and hence (ph{\u;h\) 二 1 and \u;h\ € Mh- Hence \uh\ is 
also a minimizer of Jh on Mh. A routine argument implies that \uJh\ is a classical 
solution of (1.10). Now by the strong maximum principle, \uh\ never vanishes 
and hence ujh is of one sign. 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose (4-1) holds. For each sequence h'^ 一 0， there exists a 
subsequence {hk} such that (^k 三 知 , — t^hk)，where ^hj is a ground 
state solution of (1.6) with h = hk, with ？^^ concentrating at a global minimum 
point xq of E in the following sense: For each large k > has only one local 
maximum, point xk^x^ Xq as k — oo, and for any 6 > 0 and large k, 
max|‘T—:ro|s<5t^ fcO) > Eq (4.2) 
M^) < exp ( - V ^ o ^ ) for \x — .to| > 6, (4.3) 
where C is independent of k, 6, uj^ and E (but dependent of Eq) 
The basic idea of the proof is to compare ujh (the solution of (1.10)) with the 
positive solution luq of 
‘ 1 f UJ^(z) 
Auj(x) 一 Eolj(x) + ——/ ^^^-^dzLj(x) 0 
< STT \X - zj (4.4) 
cj > 0, a;(oo) = 0, cc;(0) — maxcj. 
\ 
—— 1 , 无、 
Put X = y / ^ x and ojfx)———u ), we get 
Eq WEOJ 
Au{x) — CJ{X) + ^ [ = 0, 
< STT \X -Z\ (4.5) 
(D > 0, CJ{OO) = 0, d;(0) — maxo;. 
\ 
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By Moroz and Tod [7], we have the positive solution Wo of (4.5) is radial and 
unique, wb(r) < 0 for r =I 0, where r - lxi, and 
Jim wo(r)reT = Ao > 0, hm w~(i') = -l. r~oo r~oo Wo (r) (4.6) 
By (4.6), ::Iro > 0 such that 
Moreover, ::I a constant Cl such that 
So, let C == max(C1 , Ao + 1), we have 
(4.7) 
Similarly, we have 
(4.8) 
So, for the corresponding ground state solution wo(x) for (4.4), we have 
(4.9) 
where C" depends on Eo. By proposition (2.1) and proposition (2.2), we have 
Vw E (0\ {O}, ::I a unique 'Po(w) > 0 such that 
Jo('Po(w)w) == max Jo(tw) , 'Po(w)w E Mo 
t:2:0 
and 
0< Co inf Jo{w) 
wEMo 
infmax Jo(tw) 
wE(o \ {O} t:2:0 
inf max J 0 ( TJ ( t ) ) 
1JEI'o tE [0, 1] 
Jo(wo). 
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Lemma 4 .2 lim Ch — cq. “0+ 
Proof: For any R>0, take a XK ^ 丑 ” such that x/?三 1 on Br{0), Xi?三 0 
in 召S+i(0)，0 < Xi? < |Vxi?| < d. Let Vr = Xr^o- Take a sequence yk such 
that E{yk) — Eq. Let v{x) = vr{x — f ) . Then there exists a unique Lph{v�such 
that G Mh, i.e. 
— + 峰 = 誓 / / 
JR3 OTT J r3 J r3 X - Z 
“ = 編 , 3 赞 - I + 編 赞 
By putting x = x — z = z — we have 
— / 丑 3(1•卯 + EpvDdx 以 EljhS: + yk)vl Eov%)dx 
二 X T r 略 ⑷ 略 ⑷ 丄 R~R 
Jr3 JR3 丨 似似 ^ JR3 JR3 ” i^Ti ] “ 
= / 1 + / 2 . 
Since ujq is a solution of (4.4), it is easy to see that /i —^  1 as i? 00. Also, 
for a fixed R, if we take a large k so that E(yk) is closed to Eq and fix such a k, 
then I2 is small as 0+. Thus when R and k are taken large and fixed, (p{v) 
is closed to 1 as — 0+. Observe that 
Ch = inf Jh{ui) 
uJGMh 
< Jh{^h{v)v) 
2/ � � 7 , � r f ^ ] 
= 拟 … + 去 / (五广五0)而:c + m ^ M 广 [ 
L 2 JR3 6Z7T JR3 JR3 00 — Z J 
= L O K ) + ^ [ {E{hx + y,) - Eo)vldx + [ [ J 
L 2 J r 3 6Z7T JR3 JR3 X - Z 」 
= 咖 ) [ M v r ) + /S + h] • I 
Note that Jo{vji) — c � a s — 00. i.e. Jq{vr) is closed to cq as R is large. | 
Moreover, the terms I3 and I4 is small as 一 0+ if i? and k is large and fixed. | i 
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So, the last quantity in the above inequality is close to cq if R and k is large and 
fixed. Then we let /i -> 0+ and get lim sup Ch < c � . On the other hand, since 
Jh,{uj) > Jo{uj) \/u G Ch, we have c" > CQ. NOW the desired conclusion follows. 
• 
Proof of Theorem (4.1): First we observe that since 
7 [ + EhUjl)dx = Jh{uJh) = ChCQ 4 JR3 
as — 0+, is bounded as " — 0+. So, \\uJh\\H^ {R3) is also bounded as 
" — 0 + since || . ||“ is equivalent to || . for all h � Q . 
Claim 1. Take a sequence {xh} where Xh is a maximum point of J^h, where • 
is the solution of (1.6). Then Xh is bounded for small h > 0. 
Now, let ZJh{x) = Uh {x + = i>h(hx + Xh), we have 0 is a maximum point 
of ujh and 
‘ 1 f cJ^fz) 
AcJh(x) - E{hx + Xh)ZJh{x) + — / -J!^dzuJh{x) = 0 
< OTT J R3 X — Z 
iJh{^) —» 0 as X oo 
\ 
AZJh — E{hx + Xhph + UhiJh = 0 X e R^ 
^ Auh + = 0 x e R ^ (4.12) 
0 as \x\ oo, 
and 
Ch = ] [ {\VZJh\^ ^ E{hx + xh)ul)dx 4 Jr3 
= — [ [ 转 ( 工 碰 ( 4 . 1 3 ) 
327R JR3 JR3 X - Z 
Moreover, since 0 is a maximum point of Uh, 
A 卿） < 0 
4 -E{xh)iJh{0) + ^ [ 幽 疯 ( 0 ) > 0 
Stt Jr3 Z 
^ 丑"(0) = ‘ [ ^^dz > Eo. (4.14) 
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Suppose the Xh is unbounded, then there exists a sequence hm — 0+ such 
that Xh饥-> oo. By (4.13) and Lemma 4.2, cJ^,三 ZJhm is bounded in 
Hence by passing to a subsequence if necessary, ZUm ^ ^o > 0 weakly in 
strongly in < q < 6) and a.e. in By (4.14)，we have 旁 0, 
otherwise 
A五爪 + 臺口^二0 — A丑0 = 0 m 
五。三 0 , 
which contradicts to (4.14). So there exists a such that ^ M). 
On the other hand for any ；o > 0, by (4.12) we get 
JBpiO) S兀 JBpiO) JR^ 工—2 
= = / ul^umdx. (4.15) 
J Bp例 
Note that 
/ PliUm - ^luo\dx < / | 《 _ ul\\Urr,,\dx + / - Uo\dx. 
JEpiO) JBpiO) JBpiO) 
(4.16) 
Put 
h 二 [ IZiJ^ ,—确 IKJcfe, (4.17) 
彻 0 ) 
h 二 |cJoll^ m - uo\dx. (4.18) 
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By Holder inequality and Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, we have 
/ r ( f V" 
h < / |《-• / 
( r f r 6、署 
< C{n) / / | � | 百 
yB.io) / yspio) 
( r _ — — _ 
<M (I口M - 口•丨〜+ 吻）5 
/ . / r \ ^ 
<M . / 
\JBp{0) / J 
= 饥 ， - Z J o I I l 警(召“o))||zi7饥 + � II 譬(B 讽） 
^ 峰 兩II 彻 ( 0 ) ) 
— _ 1 2 — — 
since cJjn + ^o r^^r. /r^��is bounded. Moreover, since 2 < — < 6, c^ rr?. ^  ^o in 
L5{Bp{0)) 5 
12 
So, Ii tends to zero as m tends to infinity. By the same argument, we 
also get /2 —> 0 as m —^  oo. So, we have 
/ uj'^Urr^dx — / uj^Qdx as m — oo. (4.19) 
J Bp� 丨 JBpiO) 
By taking lim inf for m oo 
to (4.15), we get 
/ ZJluodx = lim inf / + E{hmOC + 
JBpiO) 一⑴ JBpiO) ‘ 
> / (|VuJoP + lim mi E{hr„x + (by Fatou's Lemma). 
J Bp(0) 
In addition, since 
/ Uluodx > / uJqUocIx Vp > 0, (4.20) 
JR3 JBp(0) 
we get 
/ cJluodx > / (I•口o|2 + liminf 爪:r + Vp > 0. (4.21) 
JR3 Jb,(0) … � 
And hence 
/ uJluodx > / + lim inf E{hmX + xmy^'i)dx. (4.22) 
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Note that Xm ~ 00 and hmx ~ 0 for any fixed x, so 
And we get 




~ { ( w6(x)w6(z) dzdx. 
81r JR3 JR3 Ix - zl 
By (4.23), we know that 0 < <Po(wo) < 1. On the other hand, we have 
Co· 
This is impossible and hence claim 1 is proved. 
( 4.23) 
(4.24) 
Now for any seqence h~ ~ 0 and a corresponding sequence x~ of maximum 
points of Wh', there exists subsequences hk and Xk such that Xk ~ XO, Wk -
k 
Wh k ~ Wo > 0, weakly in Hl(R3) and a.e. in R3. 
Claim 2. Xo is a global minimum point of E. 
By applying the elliptic regularity theory to (4.12), we have Wk ~ Wo In 
Groe ( R3 ) and 
1 1 w2 (z) ~Wo - E(xo)wo + - I 0 I dzwo = 0, x E Ra 81r R3 X - Z ( 4.25) 
So, 
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Therefore, there exists 0 < (po(po) < 1 such that (po{cJo)uJo G Mo. Now 
1 f 1 f f lJI{x)ZJI{z)^ j \ Co 二 lim = lim — / ) ) dzdx 
k^oo k-^oo ySZTT Jr3 Jr3 X — Z J 
〉 丄 / / 輔 ⑷ ^ 
_ 327r J r3 J r3 X-Z 
> ^ [ [ 锦 ( 綱 ( 义 论 
- 327r Jr3 Jr3 X-Z 
> inf Jo(w) 
Mo 
二 Co. 
So, we have 
V^ o(^ o) = 1. 
Hence E{xo) = Eq = inf^ ^^ /^ s E{x) and claim 2 is proved. Now observe 
/ ^ E{xo)ZJl)dx < lim inf / {\\/ZJk\'^ + E{xo)ZJl)dx ‘ 
< lim sup / + E{xo)Ljl)dx 
fc->00 J R3 
< lim sup / + E{hkX + Xk)Lo\)dx 
k—^oo J 
= l i m 华 k-^oo 4 
4 
=4co 
= I + E{xopl)dx. 
Jr3 
Thus / + E{xo)ul)dx — / (|VcJop + E{xQ)uj1)dx and hence Zok 一 ^o 
JR^ JR^ 
strongly in In particular, 
/ ZJ^dx 一 0 as R — oo uniformly with respect to k. (4.26) 
Note that uJk is a subsolution of Alj + c 
(x)uj = 0 with c(x)=丄 / 
STT J r3 X — Z 
By the one-sided Harnack inequality [12], we have 
/ f 
max UJk < c / uTl ， 
— kJbm) J 
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where Q is an arbitrary point in R3 , c is a constant depending only on the bound 
Wk(X) -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00 uniformly with respect to k. 
It remains to show the uniqueness of Xk and (4.3). Since 0 is a critical point 
of Wk, it is also a critical point of Wo. By [12], Wo is spheric ally symmetric about 
some point P, and w~(s) < 0 for 0 #- s == Ix - PI. Thus P equals the origin and 
hence Wo is radial. Since Wk decays to zero in x uniformly with respect to k, so 
does Wo. By [7] again, Wo - Wo where Wo is defined as the radial ground state of 
(4.4). 
To show the uniqueness of Xk, we suppose there is another maximum point 
x~ #- Xk for each 'lfJk. Note that after passing to an appropriate subsquence, if 
necessary, we either have 
I 
,;)Xk-Xk ------'-
b -r Xo #- 0, hk 
I X - Xk ii) k -+ 00, 
hk 
x' - X x' - x 
iii) k hk k --+ 0 (with . k hk k =I- 0 Vk). 
We will show that all three cases are impossible and hence x~ does not exist. 
Case (i) 
Let Wk(X) == Wk(X + Xk) hk . 0, we have 
n- (X~-Xk) - 0 S 
v W k --;:;:;;- - . . .0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Case (ii) 
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Let 二 + 二 + 
^fc(x) 二 cJk(工 + f j )=必k�hkX + x'^). 
We have both 
— 
in Cfoc(只3)，�Lc(丑3) (2 < g < 6) and Let uju{x) = Mhkx) , by lemma 
4.2 we have 
Jhki^k) —> Co = -^o(^o) 
= 丄 [ [ 
327r Jr3 X-Z 
= 了 / cjQUodx. 
4 Jr3 
On the other hand, 
Afc(^ fc) = 7 / ^kUkdx 
I f 1 f , _ 1 x[ — Xk 
> T / �iOkUkdx + - / , , \ uJkUkdx, where Ok = - —r—— 
4 7 � ( 酌 彻 2 h, 
= 7 / cJkUkdx + ^ / UkMkdx 
4 Jbs,{0) 4 JBS^{0) 
^ ^ I 2co 2 Jr3 
since 6k oo. This leads to a contradication. 
Case (iii) 
jf/ — .T^ Let = 叫 + Then ~— is another maximum point, for uJk(x). 
k hk 
Since ~ — —> 0, we have for any e >0, Bf:{0) for sufficiently large 
hk " hk 
k. We will show that if e is small enough, Uk does not have maximum point in 
Bf{0) other than the origin and this leads a contradiction. 
By [2], we have the following lemma 
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Lemma 4.3 Let uq e be a radial function satisfying cc'o(O) = 0 and 
< 0 for 0 < r < e. Then there exits a 6 > 0 such that ifUk ^ 0^(^5,(0)) 
satisfies (i) V^fc(O) = 0 and (ii) \\ZJk - < then Vuk • for x + 0. 
Proof: Note that for any fixed x G Be{0), we have 
加 — Jo dt \ dx'.絲) 
二 广 • d 卜 ⑷ \ fdtxA肚 
—Jo ^ ^ V 如5 、況) 
= / Vte ^ , dt-x 
Jo \ 咖 j x'=txj 
= / •力 dt.x+ V , . ^ ^ dt-x. 
Since 
dujQ(x') dijjQ{r') dr' 
dx'- , + dr' dx'- , + 
J x—tx J x—tx 
• = xr 
加'r'=tr 厂, 
we have 
(duo{T/) \ fduojr') xA 
Vtx o / .工 ^tx o , — ] 'X 
_ d fduJo{r') 
\ dr'工工 r 
—ijjQ{tx)xj. 
And hence 
二 [I • 叫 + / • (两 -两）津 ' . . T , 
one sees that if VUki'^ ") = 0, then 
- f r ^ ( t T ) 办 ) . X , = 广 • ( 尝 — 势 ) M d t . X 
\Jo J Jo \ doc'] dx'^ y 
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for j 二 1, 2, 3. Putting a ：二 min \uJq \ > 0, one obtains 
a\x\^ < 3sup 巧 - cJo)| • 
Thus if Ipk - o^\\c^ (Be{o)) < f then |x| 二 0. 口 
Since the origin is a maximum point of ujq, we can find such e > 0 such 
that ujQ{r) < 0 for 0 < r < e. Moreover, note that ZJk — ^o in Cf^c(把)，so 
\uJk — 1102(5^ (0)) < f for all k large enough. So the result follows by lemma 4.3. 
Now, all three cases are impossible and hence • has only one maximum point 
for small h. • 
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